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What is Software Defined Radio?

Software Defined Radio (SDR) 

“A software-defined radio (SDR) system is a radio communication system that uses software to process 
various signals (modulation, demodulation, decoding, etc.) in lieu of the traditional hardware components that 
are generally made for those dedicated tasks. It is mostly used in mobile communications, research and 
development, and military projects. A typical SDR setup involves an RF front-end connected to a computer 
that will perform the conversions from analog to digital, and the inverse for receiving or sending signals, 
respectively. Because of rapidly developing digital electronics, the capabilities of SDR continue to increase.”

A basic SDR system may consist of a personal computer equipped with a sound card, or other analog-to-digital converter, preceded by some 
form of RF front end.

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_computer&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1658105272110405&usg=AOvVaw0S_A7jX701A7Z_9tevja35
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sound_card&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1658105272110667&usg=AOvVaw3NukoJVrINTRpAaUO3CUwD
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analog-to-digital_converter&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1658105272110803&usg=AOvVaw0leZ70Nx768XGqwQd7OLqd
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RF_front_end&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1658105272110900&usg=AOvVaw0Y32JyrH9-1Bk4Z8VjQut0


Why Software Defined Radio?

Comments of ARRL: 

“ARRL is most interested in this proceeding, not only because of the utility of the 
Amateur Radio Service as a testing ground for different configurations of SDRs, 
but also because of the potential long-term opportunities for SDRs to effect 
substantial changes, even conceptual changes, in traditional frequency 
assignment and spectrum allocations decision making in all services.” 

ARRL comments to the Notice of Inquiry Regarding Software Defined Radios 
dated June 14, 2000 (ET Docket No. 00-47 released March 21, 2000). 
http://www.fcc.gov/searchtools.html



Why Software Defined Radio?

Dale Hatfield, WØIFO, Chief, Office of Engineering and Technology, Federal 
Communications Commission 

“This could stimulate a whole new generation of amateur innovation that not only 
includes the more spectrally efficient systems I mentioned earlier, but also radios 
that could adapt to their environment as well.” 

Speech to AMRAD’s 25th Anniversary Dinner June 17, 2000 
http://www.fcc.gov/Speeches/misc/dnh061700.html



Why Software Defined Radio?

● To produce a radio that can receive and transmit a new form of radio protocol 
just by running new software

● A technique in which all the processing is done in software i.e., mixing, 
filtering, demodulation, etc.

● Used to implement different demodulation scheme and different standards 
can be implemented in the same device

● Can be updated so that device doesn't become obsolete with time
● Software-defined radios can talk and listen to multiple channels at the same time.
● Unlike traditional radio communication systems, these radio devices are highly flexible and versatile.



If software does everything, what is the role of hardware?

Hardware is still needed for the RF front end and Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) and 
Digital to Analog Converter (DAC)



So, What does this all boil down to?

SDR uses the latest in DSP technology to make a receiver (only) that works from 
50kHz to 30mHz in “chunks” as large as 192kHz. Very few components in the unit, 
mostly the DSP chip. Also, the software defines the filters, the frequency 
coverage, the mode (USB, LSB, CW, FM, etc), the attenuators, etc.



Block diagram of the SDR receiver



Or, more simply……



The flexibility of the SDRs make them a suitable choice for a broad array of markets.

● Radar
● Test and measurement
● Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
● Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
● Low Latency Links (Since SDR systems can tune to different frequencies, they are capable of selecting the least 

congested band. This capability helps to minimize the overall latency of a communication link.)
● Spectrum Monitoring and Recording





What about for the radio amatuer?

● To have fun
● Extend the hobby
● Chance to learn something new
● Projects/Builds
● SWL
● Receiver/integration with transmitter (SDRplay, RF sensing T/R switch)
● Transmitting via stand alone SDR (HackRF one, YARD Stick one)
● Track ships via AIS transmissions
● Track aircraft via Mode S transmissions



What do you need to set up an SDR?

● SDR
● Antenna(s)
● Computer running SDR software (PC, Apple, Linux)



SDR Considerations

RTL -SDR

$30

Frequency Range, 
500kHz-.75 GHz



SDR Considerations

HackRF One (Transceiver)

$330
Operating Frequency, 
1mHz-6gHz



SDR Considerations

KiwiSDR Board and Kit (2 versions)

Board only, $222

With GPS antenna and Beaglebone
$333 

Linux stand alone unit



SDR Considerations

SDRplay

RSP1A

$109
covers the complete radio spectrum from 
1kHz (VLF) to 2GHz (Microwaves) with up to 
a massive 10MHz visible bandwidth



Antenna Considerations

The antenna you use depends on what your intent is gonna be

Receive only

Transmit

What you have already will probably be sufficient



Software Considerations

you choose the radio software based on the SDR product you use

● SDR#
● HDSDR
● SDR-RADIO.COM V2/V3
● Linrad
● GQRX
● Studio1
● SDRUno

 



HDSDR



SDR#



SDRuno



Conclusion………


